
On the Neighbourhood Plan – a list of Pros and Cons as this was asked for at Monday’s meeting 
(from a Bleadon Resident re: BPC APM 09 Apr 18):

Pros:

• Other villages say they have benefited and it has helped ward off unpopular large developments.

• NPs are being pushed by Government/Local Gov as being of benefit to villages so they can 

choose where development takes place.

• Village can propose future development sites, eg small developments of housing which would 

go down well with N.Somerset Council/Government and could deliver locally needed housing.

• If there is something the village particularly wants (eg a small site for say 10 affordable homes),

AND there is majority support and a willing landowner – it can achieve that, but not quickly.  

 

Cons:

• Neighbourhood Plans must be “positive”; setting out what the village DO want, rather than 

what they DON’T – they are always pro-development. 

• A lot of time and effort, and cost to the community (can take a minimum of 2 – 5 years)

• They can’t conflict with North Somerset’s Local Plans 

• Landowners could be on the Neighbourhood Plan Committee and could sway decisions

• Village needs to have a clear vision for what development they do want (and realistic options 

for where)

• Can cause village rifts.  People always have different and strong views on planning. 

• They cannot prevent current development sites, only propose new ones

• There needs to be acceptable land available

• During the min two years to get through, any landowner wanting to get an application through 

that wouldn’t be supported by the N.Plan, normally get them through the Council, or by appeal, 

before the NP is in place.

• They can build up expectations in the community only to have landowners squeeze what they 

want through anyway.

• It couldn’t prevent the Sanders’ field moving forward.  


